Pick Up!

An introduction to the four
domain’s extensive range of
innovative technologies compiled
over more than a century.

●Thermal Power Generation Systems
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems, Ltd.
Thermal Power Generation Systems/
Environmental Plants for Coal-Fired
Facilities

●Aircraft Division
Defense Aircraft

●Commercial Airplanes Division
Boeing Sustaining/Bombardier/
Established Commercial Airplanes

●Nuclear Energy Systems Division
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) Plants/
Advanced Reactor Plants/
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Plants and Facilities/
Nuclear Fuel

●787 Division
Boeing Sustaining

●Chemical Plant & Infrastructure Division
Chemical Plants/Water Solutions

●MRJ
Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation
Independently Developed Aircraft
●Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Aero Engines, Ltd.
Commercial Aero Engines
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●Renewable Energy Business Division
Wind Power Systems/
Pump Applications
●Marine Machinery & Engines
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Marine Machinery & Engine Co., Ltd.
Marine Machinery and Engines

●Guidance & Propulsion Division
Missile Systems/Aero Engines/
Applied Products
●Space Systems Division
Space Systems
●Special Vehicle Division
Special Vehicles/Naval Ship Engines
●Naval Ship Division
Naval Ships
●Maritime & Space Systems Dept.
Undersea & Shipboard Systems
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MHI is expanding globally with high-speed rail projects and
urban transit systems, such as the LRT (Light Rail Transit)
and AGT (Automated Guideway Transit). MHI also provides
safe and comfortable transportation infrastructure for all
types of urban transport systems.

Machinery,
Equipment &
Infrastructure
Machinery, Equipment & Infrastructure’s wide range of products, including machine tools,
material handling, construction
machinery, air-conditioning and
refrigeration systems, lay at the
foundation of industrial development. MHI applies its broad business experience, high reliability
and technical expertise to support
social and industrial infrastructure
by connecting people to people,
businesses to businesses, and the
present to the future.

MHI supplies fuselage sections − the main structure of
airplanes − and cargo doors to leading commercial jetliner
manufacturers worldwide, including Boeing, Bombardier
and Airbus. The company’s highly reliable technology
provides comfortable air travel for passengers.
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●Hydraulics & Machinery Division
Hydraulic Devices/Testing Systems

MRJ

Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation

MHI is moving forward with developments prior to mass
production of the next-generation regional jet, the MRJ. With
high operational and economic efficiency, low environmental
impact and a pleasant passenger environment, MHI is helping
airlines improve their competitiveness and profitability.
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●Business Development Dept.
Advanced Mechanical Systems
●Group Companies
Machinery/
Environmental Protection Systems/
Mechatronics System Machinery/Printing
and Paper Converting Machinery/Steel
Structures/Agricultural Machinery and
Facilities/Automotive Thermal Systems/
Material Handling Equipment

787 Division

Crystal Mover Services, Inc. (CMS), an MHI Group company, has
received an extension of its original Operation & Maintenance (O&M)
contract for the APM system delivered to the Washington Dulles
International Airport in December 2009. The MHI Group offers

MHI designed and manufactures the main wing boxes of the
next-generation, super-efficient Boeing 787 Dreamliner,
refining the design and manufacturing technology for these
composite material wings — a first for passenger aircraft —
and securing its place as the “World’s Wing Center.”

●Automotive Parts Division
Turbochargers/
Automotive Thermal Systems

●Machine Tool Division
Large Machines/Gear Machines,
Cylindrical Grinding Machines/
Special-Purpose Machines/High-Precision
Machining Centers/Wafer Bonding Machines/
Precision Cutting Tools/Engine Valves/
Power Transmissions/Precision Position
Feedback Sensors

O&M contract for APM system at
U.S. Washington Dulles
International Airport extended
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Commercial Airplanes Division

●Engine Division
Engines (Diesel /Gas Engines)

●Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration Division
Commercial Use Air-Conditioners/
Residential Use Air-Conditioners/
Heat Pump Water Heaters/Heat Pump
Module Chillers/Centrifugal Chillers/
Transport Refrigeration Units/
Applied Refrigeration Use Machinery

MHI has completed development of “Sayaringo STaGE,” a
next-generation LNG (liquefied natural gas) carrier engineered
for the New Panamax specifications expected to go into effect
in 2016. The ship offers increased carrying capacity by
adopting apple-shaped tanks and incorporates a hybrid
propulsion system to improve fuel efficiency. MHI plans to
extensively promote the new carrier’s superior transport
efficiency and environmental performance.

Land Transportation Systems Division

Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) issues type certificate
for PW1100G-JM aero engine

Excerpt from Pratt & Whitney website

Commercial Aero Engines

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Aero Engines, Ltd.

©Rolls-Royce plc 2009

comprehensive services from system supply to O&M at several U.S.
airports. The Group will continue its seamless operation and focus on
business expansion.
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Integrated Defense & Space Systems provides unified land, sea,
air and space defense systems,
including naval ships, defense
aircraft, missiles, launch vehicles and special vehicles, as
well as space-related services.
MHI technology and expertise
developed in its defense and
space business contribute to
security across the planet.
As Japan’s leading defense and
space systems integrator, the
Integrated Defense & Space Systems Domain combines the
technology and expertise of each
of its businesses to reinforce
MHI’s international competitiveness in the space industry and
create innovative systems to
coordinate land, sea and air
defense initiatives.
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Energy & Environment offers
optimal solutions in the energyrelated fields of thermal power,
nuclear energy and renewable
energy, in such environmental
areas as water and flue gas treatment, and for chemical and industrial plants. MHI’s integration of
large-scale infrastructure projects supports society and generates new power for the future.
By leveraging the benefits of its
wide range of products this
domain focuses on responding to
the needs of its customers and
society. MHI is developing new
businesses to combine the design,
procurement, and construction
operations of each of the domain’s
businesses to become a leading
company in the energy and
environment-related industries.
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●Land Transportation Systems Division
Land Transportation Systems/
Air Brake Equipment

Integrated
Defense &
Space Systems

LNG carrier “Sayaringo STaGE”
achieves superior transport
efficiency and fuel performance

MHI, drawing upon over a century of tradition and technology,
designs and builds commercial ships, special-purpose vessels
and offshore marine structures, boasting outstanding
performance and economic efficiency to meet a wide range
of customer needs.
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●Shipbuilding & Ocean Development Division
Passenger Ships/Commercial Ships/
Special-Purpose Vessels/
Marine Structures/Submersibles/
Ship Repair & Conversion/
Technical Services & Automated Systems/
Engineering Business/
Overseas Shipbuilding Business

Shipbuilding & Ocean Development Division
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Commercial Aviation & Transportation
Systems delivers advanced land, sea
and air transportation systems, including civilian aircraft, commercial ships
and transit networks. MHI moves society, supporting its transportation and
logistics infrastructures with superior
safety, guaranteed quality and first-rate
reliability backed by state-of-the-art
technology. The domain complies with
strict safety regulations and requirements by standardizing production
systems and coordinating technological
development in each field of land, sea
and air throughout its operations and
has created an integrated business
model for its products to further expand
into new markets.

Energy &
Environment

In today’s modern society, transportation infrastructures
are as essential as arteries in the human body for keeping
every aspect of our industrial society flowing
and functioning smoothly.
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ーーThe Power to Progress
On land, sea and in the air, MHI
supports transport and logistics
infrastructures of modern society.
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Commercial
Aviation &
Transportation
Systems

Commercial Aviation &
Transportation Systems

Domain

MHI is involved in the international joint development of
turbofan engines for commercial aircraft, supplying components
and also contributing to environmental conservation through
environment-conscious engines with advanced noise suppression
and reduced gas emissions.

The PW1100G-JM aero engine, jointly developed by Japanese
companies, a U.S. company and a German company, has been
certified by the U.S. FAA, and its type design officially approved
as a commercial aero engine. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Aero
Engines, Ltd. has contributed to this development as a member
of Japanese Aero Engines Corporation and will continue to
contribute to the Japanese aero engine industry with a focus
on enhanced fuel efficiency.
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